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Abstract: Nonlinear optical dyes doped in optical polymer matrices are widely used for electro-optical
devices. Linear optical properties change with dye concentration, which leads to a change in modal
properties, especially in nano-structured integrated waveguides such as silicon slot-waveguides.
Here, we investigate the influence of a nonlinear optical dye on the performance of a silicon-organic
hybrid slot-waveguide. A simulation study of the modal and optical confinement properties is
carried out and dependence of the structural parameters of the slot-waveguide and the organic
cladding material is taken into account. As cladding material, a guest-host polymer system is
employed comprising the nonlinear optical dye Disperse Red 1 (DR1) doped in a poly[methyl
methacrylate] (PMMA) matrix. The refractive indices of doped and undoped PMMA were deduced
from ellipsometric data. We present a guideline for an optimized slot-waveguide design for the
fabrication in silicon-on-insulator technology giving rise to scalable, high-performance integrated
electro-optical modulators.

Keywords: silicon photonics; modeling and simulation at the nanoscale; nonlinear optics at the
nanoscale; slot waveguides; silicon-on-insulator technology

1. Introduction

Silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) photonics has gained a lot of attention in recent years due
to its potential for high-speed modulators [1,2]. Electro-optical (EO) polymers incorporated into
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) slot-waveguides with gap sizes below 180 nm have lead to unrivaled results
in high-speed performance. There are two EO effects present in EO polymers; namely the linear [3] and
the quadratic EO effect [4]. The former one has been widely investigated in SOH modulators. Recently,
SOH Mach-Zehnder modulators with exceptionally low energy consumption of WBit = 8.5 fJ/Bit have
been demonstrated using the linear EO effect having record-high in-device EO figures of merit of up to
n3r33 = 2300 pm/V [5]. Furthermore, data rates of up to 100 Gbit/s in on-off keying (OOK) operation
and voltage-length products as low as Uπ L = 1.0 Vmm have been reported [6].

The performance of those devices is achieved by the introduction of SOI slot-waveguides with
polymer-clad. Within a narrow, low-index gap region, slot-waveguides offer a high optical field
confinement [7], which can be exploited to efficiently modulate the guided mode. The large optical
and electrical field overlap in SOI slot-waveguides allows for ultra-efficient EO modulation. The EO
response is provided by the polymer-clad. A widely used polymer system consists of the linear
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conjugated dye Disperse Red 1 (DR1) doped into a poly[methyl methacrylate] (PMMA) matrix [8].
It was used to demonstrate the feasibility of employing the linear [9] as well as the quadaratic EO
effect in SOI slot-waveguides demonstrating its high potential for SOH photonics [4]. The polymer
system PMMA+DR1 is commercially available (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and can be used
as a test material since it is cost effective and the sample preparation is relatively simple. However,
the optical properties of the polymer is changed by the EO dye DR1. Therefore, it is desirable to study
the influence of this change on the modal-field distribution in slot-waveguides. For high scalability and
reduction of costs this approach requires compatibility to complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
(CMOS)-technologies.

In this work, we consider CMOS-compatible slot-waveguides based on SOI substrates covered
with a polymer-clad consisting of the guest-host polymer system PMMA+DR1. For the first time,
our investigation focuses on the influence of the nonlinear optical dye concentration on the modal
properties of slot-waveguides and compares it with the influence of geometric parameters. The precise
knowledge of the effective refractive index is crucial for the design of waveguide couplers and for
highly efficient phase-matched second harmonic generation [10,11]. Beside that, the field confinement
factor is from great importance for the optimization of EO modulators. Therefore, we provide precise
values for the effective refractive index and a guideline to optimize the field confinement factor.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Organic Polymers in Silicon Photonics

A guest-host polymer system consisting of the azo benzene dye Disperse Red 1 (DR1) in
a poly[methyl methacrylate] (PMMA) matrix is employed as the electro-optical medium in this
work and is called PMMA+DR1 in the following. The chemical structure of both components is
presented in Figure 1. DR1 is a non-centro-symmetric organic chromophore, where the donor and
acceptor molecules are bonded through a conjugated π-bridge. NO2 acts as an acceptor, while the
conjugated π-bridge allows the transport of charges, which are donated by the alkyl-amino-group.
The weakly bound π-electrons in this system already offer a charge displacement which leads to
a high polarizability through applied electrical fields. Large dipole moments and therefor a high
nonlinear optical efficiency are clear advantages of this medium, considering a photonic modulation
purpose [12,13]. Additionally, the usage of EO polymers shows low free-carrier dispersion, which
usually is the fundamental speed limitation in silicon photonics modulators [14]. Moreover, an intrinsic
coupling of amplitude and phase of the EO material can be achieved, making advanced modulation
formats such as 16-state quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM) or quadrature phase-shift keying
(QPSK) possible [3,15].

Acceptor

Donor

π-Bridge

Figure 1. Chemical structure of the organic chromophore DR1 (left) and the polymer PMMA (right)
employed as the EO medium.

Figure 2 shows the dispersion curves for PMMA+DR1, measured by ellipsometry. The values are
given for two different mass concentrations (weight percentages) C in wt% of the DR1 chromophore
within the polymer matrix PMMA. The extinction coefficient κ is zero over the entire wavelength range
for C = 0 wt%, while it has an absorption peak of κ = 0.105 at λ = 497.8 nm for C = 10 wt%. However,
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for applications in silicon photonics, the 1500 nm to 1600 nm range (red-striped box) is from great
importance, due to the transmission window of silicon [16]. At the optical telecommunication C-band
wavelength λ = 1550 nm, the measured refractive indices are n(0 wt%) = 1.478 and n(10 wt%) = 1.517,
respectively, showing a normal dispersion behavior.

Figure 2. Dispersion curves of PMMA+DR1 for different mass concentrations C of the contained DR1
chromophore, where n is the refractive index and κ the extinction coefficient.

2.2. Silicon-on-Insulator Slot-Waveguides

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers consist of a stack of crystalline silicon-substrate, a buried oxide
(BOX) layer, a second silicon layer and a cladding top-layer. The cladding material can be air (n ≈ 1.0),
silicon dioxide (SiO2, n = 1.44) or an organic polymer (n ≈ 1.5). In any case, the cladding material
must have a lower refractive index than the silicon waveguide to ensure total internal reflection and
thereby a guidance of the light wave. The purpose of the BOX-layer is to act as the lower cladding
material. Furthermore, the BOX-layer has the advantage of less parasitic capacitance, which is crucial
in high-speed modulator applications [17]. Figure 3 illustrates different kinds of integrated SOI
waveguides, formed by etching of the silicon layer and enclosed by the deposition of a cladding
material. While Figure 3a shows a conventional strip-waveguide, Figure 3b,c show two types of
slot-waveguides, where the two silicon wires are separated by a slot (gap). The latter is responsible for
a high optical field confinement and a high interaction with the EO slot material by the evanescent
electric field of the propagating light. The slab in Figure 3c, also called strip-load, is used to contact the
slot-waveguide to the electrodes of an EO-modulator device. With this application in mind, it is the
configuration studied in this work. Furthermore, in case of SOH technology, PMMA+DR1 is deposited
as the cladding material by spincoating into the slot region and covers the silicon wires and slabs [18].

Si Si Si Si Si

SiO2 SiO2 SiO2

Cladding Cladding Cladding

(a) (b) (c)

𝑥

𝑦

SlotSlot

SlabSlab

𝑧

Figure 3. Cross sections of (a) conventional strip-waveguides, (b) slot-waveguides and
(c) a slot-waveguide with slabs. The latter is the configuration studied in this work.
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2.3. Field Confinement Factor

To describe the interaction of light with the surrounding material, the field confinement factor Γ
is used as a figure of merit to characterize devices like slot-waveguides and their ability to confine an
optical mode within a certain region [19]. The field confinement factor is defined as the ratio of the
time averaged energy flow through the area of interest Aint to the time averaged energy flow through
the total area Atot [20]

Γ =

∫ ∫
Aint

Re {[E×H∗] · ez} dxdy∫ ∫
Atot

Re {[E×H∗] · ez} dxdy
, (1)

where E and H∗ are the electric and magnetic field vectors, respectively, and ez is the unit vector in
z (propagation) direction. Depending on the application, the area of interest is regarded differently.
In EO modulators, it is the area of the slot region Aint = Aslot, where Γ is most significant. Among
others, the Pockels-effect enables the operation of EO modulators by inducing a refractive index change
trough an applied electric field E:

n(E) = n0 −
1
2
· n3

0 · r33 · E · Γ, (2)

where n0 is the initial refractive index and r33 the coefficient of the electro-optical tensor in the organic
material. It becomes evident, that the factor Γ, which ranges from 0 . . . 1, largely influences the strength
of the Pockels-effect and thereby the modulation. In this work, the unperturbed refractive index n0 is
the refractive index of the polymer (Figure 2).

3. Simulation of Slot-Waveguides

To investigate the modal and confinement properties of a slot-waveguide we built a 2D finite
element method (FEM)-based model in COMSOL Multiphysics R©. The electromagnetic wave frequency
domain (ewfd) has been chosen as the physics interface and the modal analysis was added to the
study. For meshing the profile we used well over 3000 triangular vector-elements in a total area of
Atot = 5.0 µm× 2.5 µm, which was proven to give reliable and reproducible results. By calculating the
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Helmholtz equation

∇× (∇× E)− k2
0n2E = 0, (3)

where k0 is the wave number in free space and n is the refractive index of each material. Solving this
equation gives the effective refractive index neff of the waveguide structure. The effective refractive
index neff is an important property in modal analysis, because it describes impact of the waveguide on
the optical mode in a single figure, without the need to resort to the electric fields, which cannot be
measured directly anyway [21].

The slot-waveguide design and the denotation of its parameters is presented in Figure 4. Table 1
lists the parameters and their standard values, which are then consecutively varied to investigate the
change in the effective refractive index and the field confinement factor. These values are widely used
in literature due to their compatibility to typical SOI fabrication processes. The slot width s usually is
the independent variable in this study.

During the design of the structure, only one half of the model has been drawn and afterwards
mirrored on its vertical axis in a post-process. The waveguide wires are fully parameterized pentagonal
Bézier-polygons, enabling a quick and flexible manipulation of the geometry. For the cladding material
beneath, SiO2 was used, while the wire waveguides and slabs consist of Si. For the cladding and slot
material the dispersion curves of PMMA+DR1 were important into the program. All materials chosen
from the database were measured at 293 K. The telecommunication wavelength λ = 1550 nm was
always fixed during the simulation.
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Figure 4. Enlarged section of the slot-waveguide’s design and denotation of its parameters. A large tilt
angle θ = 9◦ has been used for better visibility.

Table 1. Slot-waveguide parameters and their standard values.

Symbol Parameter Standard Value

θ tilt angle 0◦

w waveguide width 180 nm
y waveguide height 220 nm
h slab height 30 nm
s slot width variable
λ wavelength 1550 nm

4. Results

In this section the relative changes and absolute differences in the effective refractive index
and the field confinement factor are presented for each mass concentration of the organic polymer.
For each investigated parameter, the modal-field distribution from within COMSOL Multiphysics R©

are shown as an example. The term modal-field distribution is the visualization of the modal fields,
i.e., the normalized electric field component of the electromagnetic wave for each waveguide mode.
This is important for identifying regions with high and low field strength.

4.1. Non-Vertical Sidewalls

During the fabrication of slot-waveguides, silicon deep etching is applied in order to form the slot
region. While doing so, it is often not possible to obtain perfectly vertical sidewalls. Therefore,
the sidewalls will be tilted by an angle θ after etching. This obviously affects the modal-field
distribution of the structure, visible in Figure 5. To take these manufacturing tolerances into account,
we calculated the impact on the effective refractive index neff. A linear shift can be observed, increasing
with the tilt angle θ. We defined the percentage of effective refractive index shift at a given tilt angle
with respect to perfectly straight sidewalls by

η(θ) =
neff(θ)

neff(θ = 0◦)
· 100%. (4)

The change η(θ) ranges from 1.6% to 7.9%, as shown in Figure 6. With increasing slot width s,
the influence of the tilt angle θ becomes less pronounced, due to the relative large distance between
the two silicon wires. Comparing Figure 6a,b shows that the difference between both concentration is
negligible and, hence, the tilt angle θ has a more dominant effect on the effective refractive index.
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The difference in the effective refractive index between the two concentrations C1 = 0 wt% and
C2 = 10 wt% is given by

∆neff = neff(C2)− neff(C1). (5)

The results of our simulation study is shown in Figure 7a. There is a clear maximum at s = 60 nm
and θ = 0◦ of ∆neff = 0.0187, while at an increasing tilt angle the behavior follows a linearly decreasing
trend down to ∆neff = 0.0157. For the confinement factor within the slot region Γslot, we find that it has
a maximum of Γslot = 0.181 at s = 60 nm and θ = 0◦, from where it linearly decreases with s. However,
considering the very low change of ∆Γslot = 0.005 at its maximum and even negative values below
s = 70 nm, the influence of the tilt angle on the confinement factor appears negligible in Figure 7b.

(a) θ = 0◦ (b) θ = 9◦

Figure 5. Influence of sidewall tilt angle θ on the modal properties. It becomes visible that confinement
of the optical mode decreases with larger angle.

(a) C = 0 wt% (b) C = 10 wt%

Figure 6. Percentual shift in effective refractive index η(θ) over the tilt angle θ of both concentrations,
with slot width s as parameter.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Difference in the effective refractive index ∆neff (a) and the field confinement factor ∆Γslot

(b) of both concentrations as a function of s, with θ as parameter.

4.2. Variation of the Waveguide Width

To find the optimal waveguide width w, we studied the changes in a range of w = 125 nm
to w = 250 nm. An increase of w leads to higher values for neff, decreasing with the slot width
s. However, regarding the difference in the effective index ∆neff between the two concentrations,
as shown in Figure 8a, we find a more complex relationship. While ∆neff shows a maximum for
w = 175 nm at s = 60 nm, it barely changes for w = 200 nm over the entire range of s. A greater
linear decrease becomes evident for w = 125 nm and w = 150 nm. In case of w = 250 nm even an
increase with s up to ∆neff = 0.0172 can be observed. The latter is due to the very wide waveguide
wires, where the optical mode less likely enters the slot region, until a certain ratio of s/w is overcome
(Figure 9). For the entire range of w no higher modes were observed. A distinct maximum for Γslot has
been found for w = 200 nm and s = 60 nm, up to Γslot = 0.1867. The difference ∆Γslot is very small,
though, and even becomes negative below s = 70 nm, as shown in Figure 8b.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Difference in the effective refractive index ∆neff (a) and the field confinement factor ∆Γslot

(b) of both concentrations as a function of s, with w as parameter.
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(a) w = 125 nm (b) w = 250 nm

Figure 9. Effect of the waveguide width w on the modal properties. A higher confinement can be found
for larger w.

4.3. Influence of the Slab Height

In EO modulators the slab is responsible for contacting the waveguide to the device, in order
to apply an electric field to the slot and thereby changing the EO properties of the organic material.
A greater slab height h leads to higher values for neff, while ∆neff decreases and is more affected by s,
presented in Figure 10a. During the simulation study we observed the propagation of higher modes
starting from h = 60 nm and shown as an extreme example for h = 100 nm in Figure 11. This effect was
already visible in Figure 10b at h = 60 nm, where ∆Γslot starts to drop. However, the manufacturing
resolution and the electrical properties of the slab have to be taken into account for such small slab
heights, which is why larger h become necessary.

In Appendix A we provide the raw data of our results; i.e., the effective refractive index and
field confinement factor are plotted for each concentration. From these figures, optimized geometrical
parameters for each concentration can be deduced, which are are summarized in Table 2. Please note
that the general dependency on each parameter is the same for C = 0 wt% and C = 10 wt% and
therefore the optimized values regarding field confinement factor are valid for both concentrations.
It is also noticeable that field confinement factor is continuously increasing by decreasing the slab
height. As a consequence, the slab height of 10 nm is only the optimized value in our simulation but in
general it holds that the smaller the slab height the higher the field confinement factor.

Table 2. Optimized slot-waveguide parameters in terms of field confinement factor.

Symbol Parameter Optimized Value

θ tilt angle 0◦

w waveguide width 200 nm
h slab height 10 nm
s slot width 60 nm

In summary, a thorough investigation on modal and confinement of silicon slot-waveguides
covered by a nonlinear optical polymer has been performed. We calculated the effective refractive index
neff and the field confinement factor Γslot for numerous geometry parameters of the slot-waveguide
using a FEM-based 2D-model. As the cladding and slot material, the EO organic co-polymer
PMMA+DR1 has been employed, which was taken from experimental data. Additionally, the resulting
differences in the effective refractive index and field confinement factor between the two mass
concentrations C = 0 wt% and C = 10 wt% of the DR1 chromophore in the PMMA matrix have
been studied. In the first step we investigated the influence of non-vertical waveguide sidewalls,
due to possible manufacturing tolerances during silicon etching. At θ = 0◦ and s = 60 nm the highest
confinement Γslot = 0.18 has been found. A linear percentual shift η(θ) of neff from 1.6% to 7.9% has
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been observed with increasing tilt angle in a range of θ = 3◦–9◦. The influence was less pronounced for
larger slot widths s. The difference ∆neff between the two concentrations C = 0 wt% and C = 10 wt%
ranged from 0.0157 up to 0.0187, while for ∆Γslot the difference was negligible. Afterwards we varied
the waveguide width w from 125 nm to 250 nm. A distinct maximum Γslot = 0.19 became visible at
w = 200 nm and s = 60 nm. The difference ∆neff stayed almost constant over the entire range of s
for w = 200 nm. No higher modes were observed. Finally, the influence of the slab height h was
investigated. We found a maximum of Γslot = 0.25 at h = 10 nm and s = 60 nm. ∆Γslot drops from
h = 60 nm onward, because the optical mode starts leaking into the silicon strip-load.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Difference in the effective refractive index ∆neff (a) and the field confinement factor ∆Γslot

(b) of both concentrations as a function of s, with h as parameter.

(a) h = 30 nm (b) h = 100 nm

Figure 11. Influence of the slab height h on the modal properties. Higher modes propagating into the
slab can be found for h > 60 nm.

5. Conclusions

In this work, the influence of the dye concentration in a guest-host polymer system on the effective
refractive index and field confinement of SOI slot-waveguides at various geometric parameters
are investigated. It is shown that the dye concentration has a much weaker influence on both,
the effective refractive index and the field confinement factor compared to the influence of the
geometrical waveguide structure. As a consequence, the refractive index change due to different
dye concentrations is negligible compared to the influence of geometrical parameters such as tilt
angle, slot width and slab height. Our results can also be used as guideline for designing optimized
silicon-organic hybrid slot-waveguides for electro-optical switches, modulators and tunable filter.
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Appendix A. Raw Data

(a) C = 0 wt% (b) C = 10 wt%

Figure A1. Effective refractive index neff for both concentrations as a function of s and with θ as
parameter.

(a) C = 0 wt% (b) C = 10 wt%

Figure A2. Field confinement factor Γslot for both concentrations as a function of s and with θ

as parameter.
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(a) C = 0 wt% (b) C = 10 %

Figure A3. Effective refractive index neff for both concentrations as a function of s and with w
as parameter.

(a) C = 0 wt% (b) C = 10 wt%

Figure A4. Field confinement factor Γslot for both concentrations as a function of s and with w
as parameter.

(a) C = 0 wt% (b) C = 10 wt%

Figure A5. Effective refractive index neff for both concentrations as a function of s and with h
as parameter.
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(a) C = 0 wt% (b) C = 10 wt%

Figure A6. Field confinement factor Γslot for both concentrations as a function of s and with h
as parameter.
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